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A brush with history on the Dock at Port Adelaide, Shed 13. 

8 April 2021 

 

The register folk were hosted by Peter Christopher, member of the board of directors of The 

City of Adelaide Clipper Ship at Dock 2, Shed 13 dockside at Port Adelaide where the very 

historic ship has been moored to be restored and to become the focal point of the 

redevelopment of the precinct. 

The Clipper Ship, City of Adelaide is a unique vessel in Australian  and world wide maritime 

history, one of two surviving sailing ships ( square riggers like T Types ) to have carried 

emigrants from the British Isles to Australia , approx. 250,000  Australians are descendants of 

passengers who emigrated out 1864-1887. 

The movie that was taken of the extraction of the ship from Scotland to Adelaide was 

presented by Peter Christopher who articulated the enormity of the task which had taken a 

considerable amount of time and cost to get it to Adelaide. 

Our thanks to the City of Adelaide Clipper Ship Board for their generosity in hosting the 

Register group on the night.  Members I believe were impressed with the display. 

Attendance. Fifty one covid free patrons signed in, 25 T Register cars were in the main parked 

inside shed 13, a few remained outside in case of a fast getaway home. 

It was unfortunate that the over zealous security on the dock saw the gate prematurely locked 

just after 6.30pm leaving a contingent of cars unable to get in. Frantic phone calls to Mozza 

enabled the gates to be opened with the help our locksmith Robin Gibbs after BOTR was 

unable to get the key into the bloody padlock! 

Apologies . Ken Burke, Simon Ewart, Jim Bowering, Ken Fisher & Terry Wright. 

Condolences.It was with great sadness to learn that Garry Chapman lost his wife recently, 

which was sudden and totally unexpected. Our thoughts are with you Garry and it was 

reassuring that you were in attendance, hopefully for many times yet. 

Our great stalwart Stan Shepherd passed away peacefully on the 3 April at his Care Home , 

Trowbridge House where he has been for some time, aged 86 years. Our thoughts are with 

his immediate family who have expressed their gratitude for the friendship and support that 

we gave Stan in his final months as he regarded the T Register as his closest friends. For 

those of us who attended his funeral it was a fitting tribute to Stan who lead an exemplary life 

and who was a loyal and enthusiastic member of not only our car club but many others as 

well.  A vale to Stan will be published in the magazine. 

Catering manager. A big thankyou to my caterer from West lakes , Artfur who again swung 

a great deal to get freshly wrapped Subs for our event. He’s good at this game I can tell you. 

Faces in the crowd. Peter and Diane Lancaster ( Y Saloon) got to meet a few more of us 

after seeing the faces on my mail out , Raymond Finch brought his friend John B who helps 

on the Jag resto’s , ( neither signed the book) ,Michael Griffin, Dick Manning (TC’s ) , our editor 



Laurie Houghton good to see him there, Doc’s Whyatt & Dallwitz and the boys from the deep 

south, Walker & Shipside.   Doc Whyatt’s claim that he had his yatch moored next to the 

Clipper Ship was of course entirely fiction, but you never can tell with those retired medico’s.  

John Tamke in his RV8 , unable to park inside was more than welcome, great to see him back 

after a bout of illness that has sidelined him from a few meetings this year. 

Grant Carr was looking for advice on his TF, he came to the meeting with a list of questions , 

well organised really, I got him onto Peter Auld for advice, immediately a crowd formed and 

away they went. Peter you would have to say has done it all with TF, you know it will be right 

if you get to ask him. 

The sign-in book.  I have to say that it is more than annoying that some members refrain 

from signing into the meeting register book.  Please , you are old enough to understand that 

it is an important function of running the register and it forms a basis of contact for members 

making enquiries especially for contact numbers and email addresses. 

Besides with Covid-19 , we are obliged to record attendances at all meetings. 

Those who don’t sign in are negligent and make things difficult, it is only a few, the majority 

are compliant.     If I follow up, do not expect conciliation from me in this instance. 

If you do not sign in, and I cannot find your name on the raffle envelope, then I have to 

assumed with disappointment that you did not pay the $8 fee.  

MG Pre-War and TYme Event 2021 Canberra.    This is gaining momentum for the visit in 

October 1-3.   A number are driving their T Types across, more to come on this. 

May Register meeting.  This is scheduled for 6 May at the Stepney Garage of Peter Cundy 

1934 NA & supercharger, otherwise known to some as the “Vicar”.  George Street Stepney, 

opposite the Alma Hotel on Magill Road.  There will be parking opposite the garage to 

supplement parking.  I am told that there are some fast modern cars accompanying the MG’s 

of Peter’s , will be a fun night for sure. 

 

See you there, I will send a reminder out for the meeting . 

Regards, Boss 

 

 

 


